
George Hakopiants <george.hakopiants@lacity.org>

Fwd: CHPContact needed
1 message

  < >
To:  Seamus.Garrity@asm.ca.gov, George Hakopiants <george.hakopiants@lacity.org>, Marisol Rodriguez <marisol.rodriguez@lacity.org>, 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From:   < >
Date: Wed, May 1, 2019 at 10:06 AM
Subject: Re: CHPContact needed
To: Mary Rodriguez <mary.d.rodriguez@lacity.org>
Cc:   < @yahoo.com>,   < >, < >, Danni Wang <Danni.Wang@asm.ca.gov>,   < @w
<

Hi Mary,
Last week there was another fire next to the bridge around the corner from our house. I have attached photos of the incident. It doesn’t seem like the cleanings under the bridge have been ha
was even a homeless woman smoking next to the dry brush as the fire was happening. 

Is there an investigation at all about the fire? 
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On Dec 19, 2018, at 8:35 AM, Mary Rodriguez <mary.d.rodriguez@lacity.org> wrote:

Danni, 

Can you please provide the best contact from CHP, name and number, so that Plata St. residents can reach out  when transients trespass onto Caltrans land? Thanks.

On Tue, Dec 18, 2018, 5:55 PM   < @yahoo.com wrote:
Thanks Mary.
Is there any contact number or email to contact them directly.
Thanks so much.

On Tue, Dec 18, 2018, 2:19 PM Mary Rodriguez <mary.d.rodriguez@lacity.org wrote:
Just a reminder that the vacant Caltrans lot is NOT city property but rather State property. Your State Assemblymember Wendy Carrillo or State Senator Kevin DeLeon can be you

Today Sanitation went back to Hoover St. @ John St. and cleared away the remaining debris. apparetnly emergency vehicles were parked on Hoover St. last week when the clean
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On Fri, Dec 14, 2018, 9:25 PM   <  wrote:

Here is something we need to look into with the Caltrans Lot....Just a thought J

https://la.curbed.com/2018/12/14/18140119/adopt-vacant-lot-los-angeles-park-garden?fbclid=IwAR0BW0gp9Qp4dk8nn-kjYn_JU0x4gR7Q-d8c-lMm8FVO8ZBuwoAPs6lV9bg

On Fri, Dec 14, 2018 at 7:14 PM   < @yahoo.com> wrote:
Hi all!

Thank you so much .

Mary, we need an immediate action regarding these homelessness and other issues in our neighborhood.
As a mother, I was so anxious now seeing these sick and crazy people all around. We want our family to be safe and free from harm.
Is there any way we could help?
Mary, it's been a long time. 
Please we need help!

Thanks.

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018, 2:04 PM   <  wrote:
Mary,

Bear with me, this is a long one.

Firstly, I want to express respect for the job you have. I recognize that our issues are not unique and having a job that requires you to listen and respond knowing how few to

That being said, yesterday’s frustrations are revealing nothing new and are just another bubbling up with situations that we have been expected to navigate on a daily basis
encampments under freeway underpasses at Silver Lake, Hoover and Virgil that are navigated easily by unrestricted pathways along the freeway, and behind and alongside
properties. There is a lot that we don’t know about these people that others do – whether knowing or not knowing is better for us might be a whole other conversation, but th

You keep deferring to Officer Gutierrez, but there has not been one instance of him addressing this group in the last year, maybe two. His invisibility has created doubt abou
they didn’t support us then.

Regarding your list of things that have been done to support this neighborhood - this is a real sore spot for the few of us that got to read the CD13 Field Report that was sen
a Section 8 tenant with history under the freeway that was housed near his old community and created chaos in the neighborhood, the multiple times fencing had to be repla
a way to create greater safety, but the elements that made us unsafe still exist and they live with us – they set fires, they fight with each other, they scream at us, they threat
same problems. FYI – re: the curb is red, but the soccer patrons still park up and down the section several evenings in the week…and still up to the signal at Temple, blockin

Today, the man who was terrorizing  (from yesterday’s emails), is still camped outside of his front door. I’ve identified it is the same man who has set the fires in the neig
and it’s clear, he doesn’t want a home but wants to continue to live here – how does more new housing change the situation for people like him? These politics are not why 
trimmed trees and new sidewalks on their blocks.

Many of us don’t do much walking in and around our block. All of the garbage from up the hill ends up in piles under the underpass and traveling anywhere in that direction 
place. Under the bridge, people now sit on the rocks without the inconvenience of sitting in dirt while traffic passes by and cardboard barricades are back in place at the top 
one indicator I’ve had to know how long this has been there is the highchair in the pile – it has been there since early November. Garbage literally sits for weeks and no one
expanses of untouched garbage every day when you leave your house, it’s hard to hope for anything more.

Mary, you have your pulse on what is happening in other areas and what some of the successes are. It feels exhausting to express (and I bet exhausting to hear) people as
We would like to be self-sufficient and advocate for things that will help us. Screaming for help in emails and getting replies about difficult the issues are and how far off the l

You invited thoughts. These are mine. What are yours?
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